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the newsletter for Thrive Behavioral Network, LLC

We’re excited to present the first issue of Thrive Behavioral Network’s newsletter. This will be a quarterly 
publication to bring ideas together from a variety of talented, committed employees that work for 
Thrive. Thrive currently employs approximately 300 employees in 27 Programs, in 13 cities throughout 

TOGETHER FOR A PURPOSE
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Thrive verb  \ ˈthrīv \ : 
to progress toward or realize a goal despite or because of circumstances
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By JEFF BRADLEY • President  &  LISA GASNER • Program Administrator

Minnesota. We hope this newsletter offers support to each of you by facilitating a conversation about who you work for while highlighting all of the 
impressive ways you are accomplishing helping others. Each edition will include an interview with one employee to shine a spotlight on the remarkable 
experiences individual employees contribute to this organization and our purpose.  One program will also be highlighted to give recognition and gratitude 
to all of the individuals who contribute to Thrive’s successes in their community. We acknowledge your dedication to helping those in need and your efforts 
to reduce the stigma of mental health in our communities.
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It’s the first official edition of the newsletter so I would like to take the time to 
give all of our programs a “high five” for their partnerships with the Central 
Office in collecting client balances. Your relationships with the clients make 
our collections so much easier. We greatly appreciate the time commitment 
and quick responses we receive from all of you.

With the end of the year coming soon the Central Office is working to clean 
up as many of the outstanding balances as possible so when January arrives 
our residential clientele will receive their Certificate of Rent Paid (CRP) with 
all of the current year payments included. 2018 will mark the first year we will 
be using Credible for CRP data and we are excited to see how this enhances 
our process. If you have any questions about these outstanding balances 
or this process please do not hesitate to contact us at the Central Office at 
320-255-9530 Ext. 2 for Aimee or Ext. 7 for Dusty.

Hello from the Payroll Department!

Have you signed up yet for Direct Deposit? If not, this option is available to 
you for your bi-weekly pay checks and can go into effect as soon as your 
next paycheck. It’s easy to sign up and it’s a convenient way to assure that 
your money is in your bank account on pay day. For more information, or to 
sign up, please contact Lori Wagner at 320.255.9530, Ext. 3.

With the end of the year approaching, now is a good time to start thinking 
about your W-2. Is the address on your pay check your current address? Is 
this the address that you want your W-2 mailed to at the end of the year? If 
not, please contact Lori Wagner at 320.255.9530, Ext. 3.

Did you know that New Visions Center Residential used to be a hospital? 
In 1899 St. Luke’s Hospital opened its doors, becoming the first hospital 
in the Alexandria area. It was located on the corner of 9th and Elm and 
provided for six beds. In 1926 the hospital was remodeled following a fire, 
and expanded to 22 beds. It continued to serve patients until 1955.

TECH TIPS

DUSTY BOLSTAD • From the Billing Department...

LORI WAGNER • From the Payroll Department...

JENILEE ERICKSON • From the HR Department...

JODY LANGER • Creative Technical Coordinator

I am happy to introduce the newest addition to Human Resources: 
Alexis (Alex) Stielow! Alex brings a multitude of experiences in recruiting, 
interviewing, and running an office. Her official title is Hiring and Retention 
Specialist and we’re excited to have her on our team!

This time of year, along with the change of seasons, brings along a time 
to review your current benefits. Yes, Open Enrollment is just around the 
corner! Open Enrollment is a time for you to make changes to your Medical, 
Dental, Voluntary Life, Voluntary AD&D, Health Savings Account, Flexible 
Savings Account, Dependent Care, and Supplemental benefits. Benefits are 
an important part of your compensation package as they provide financial 
protection from extraordinary health care expenses and financial security 
throughout your career with Thrive Behavioral Network, LLC. Please watch 
for more information to come regarding Open Enrollment Meetings!

Do you have an upcoming meeting or vacation that places you away from 
the office for the day or even week? Creating an ‘Out of Office’ automated 
email response in Outlook is essential. Here are some Do’s and Don’ts when 
crafting your automated message.

DO:  Include the following information:
• The amount of time you will be away
• If you have limited or no email access until you return
• Who to contact in your absence for assistance and how

DON’T:  Do not include personal information and specifics about where 
you are going or what you are doing unless it’s work related. Keep your 
message business-professional with only the data listed above.

•  Updates from Central OfficeSTRAIGHT FROM THE DESK

To set your Out of Office message in Outlook, click on the File tab located near the top-left corner. On this screen, click on the Automatic Replies button 
which opens a new window. Here you are able to set the date/time you will be unavailable, and also individual internal and external messages users will 
receive in the event they email you depending on if they are part of Thrive or not. Last and most important, always make sure to double-check your 
messages for typos and grammar before saving and exiting.
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
LOIS YLVISAKER 

Treatment Director / Mental Health Professional

Getting to know Lois Ylvisaker…

1. Tell us about your personal and professional 
experiences that lead you to your current position 
with Thrive. 

Personal experience that led me to my career: 
  
I remember a dark, winter school night and my older brother (who was 
developmentally disabled) still wasn’t home from school despite only having 
a mile to walk.   My mom didn’t drive and my dad was still at work; so my 
mom sent the rest of us kids out to look for him.   We walked to his school 
and found that he had been tied to a tree by some boys that thought it was 
a funny prank to pull on the “special kid.”  He was cold, scared and confused.  
He learned from his peers that being “special” was bad and he abhorred that 
word for the rest of his life.  It was confusing and painful for the rest of us 
kids.  “Why would someone do something so mean to our brother?”  The pilot 
light to advocate for social justice was lit. 
   
Professional experience that led me to my career: 
   
I worked in a high school with kids with emotional/behavioral disturbances 
and learning disabilities.  One of the boys I worked with would go into racist 
tirades to distract the adults that worked with him from their mission of 
teaching him mathematics and social studies.  His remarks were ugly and 
brutal.  I engaged him with questions out of curiosity and gentle confrontation.  
He graduated and I didn’t see him for years until I stopped at a filling station 
where he was working.  He had served time in prison for a hate crime.  
He placed a burning cross on the lawn of an African American family.  In 
conversation, he remarked that he remembered me as the only teacher in 
high school that would talk to him.  I became aware that he was a victim just 
as my brother was.  He was figuratively “tied to a tree” as a child and taught 
to hate.  He was punished for the childhood lessons he learned so well by 
teachers that couldn’t stand to be around him and later with a term in prison.  
The pilot light to advocate for social justice was turned up.

2. What do you like most about your job?

I love having the privilege of walking side by side with a colleague or a client 
or a group of people through their/our/my successes and mistakes, even 
though walking through those mistakes can create discomfort.  Some of the 
best growing for everyone takes place from a state of discomfort.       

I love the variety in my job.  I might be intensely plowing through chart audits 
or checking documentation, listening to someone’s struggles or worrying 
about the next DHS audit and what our agency’s deficiencies are.... but at any 
time on any day, I can take a break from all of that and sit down with clients 
over lunch or do my own mental health therapy by cleaning out a closet, 
shoveling mud, organizing something that needs to be organized or chatting 
with co-workers and laughing about something that doesn’t mean anything 
to anyone else.  I can set an agenda for myself fully well knowing that with 
the business of the day, I may only cross one item off my agenda and I will 
still feel like I’ve accomplished something important.       
  
3. Who is one of your heroes or heroines?

That would be Harper Lee.  She wrote the Pulitzer Prize winning book “To 
Kill a Mockingbird”.  Apparently she was satisfied with writing one book only.  
It appeared to be enough for her because she was known for ignoring the 
constant pressure to publish again, refusing interviews, and shunning the 
media.  I don’t know why she chose not to publish again.  I try not to delve 
deeply into the private lives of writers, musicians, artists, etc.   It doesn’t seem 
fair.  I would surmise that her reasons are personal though.  Maybe she was a 
bit like her character Boo Radley. Maybe she was simply satisfied with telling 
the story of Scout, Gem and Atticus Finch.   It must have taken a lot of 
courage to write a book that would clearly raise dissent in the political climate 
of the 1950s.  Her one poignant story was enough for me.  I consciously used 
her character Atticus Finch as a role model in parenting my own children.    
She actually did write a second book called “Go Set a Watchman”  before 
her death in 2016.  “To Kill a Mockingbird” will always be a favorite classic of 
mine.     
  
4. What are your two favorite cities in the world?

Minneapolis, MN – There’s the opera, orchestra, symphony, organ recitals, 
international dance troupes, really cool festivals, museums, international 
grocery stores, lakes, parks, a great highway system, and the University of 
Minnesota.  I wouldn’t mind getting a Master’s in Spanish or Mathematics if 
I could ever go back to school.  

Hanoi, Vietnam – I went there in 2007. The city is crowded with millions 
of people.  There is an undertone of fear because of the Communist rule. 
While I was there, in a single day, I saw young girls biking to work with 
beautiful ao dais, men biking to work with huge loads of wood or a cage of 
rats or huge bags of wares, old people hunched over nearly to the ground 
begging for money and little ones competing for the same funds, families 
of 3-4 riding on the same motor bike, moms working at stalls with their 
babies with them in the care of the grandmothers and older children sleeping 
on the ground as their moms sold their wares, cab drivers competing with 
each other for tourists, prostitutes stealing wallets out of men’s pockets when 
they were turned down for their “services,” war veterans just looking lost, 

Pictured from left to right:
Brooke Thorson, Lois Ylvisaker, Jalen Jimenez
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and adults/children born without limbs because of the tons of chemicals the 
US doused on their country.  They were all so stunningly beautiful.  In tiny, 
hidden-in-plain-view  pockets interspersed throughout the city I saw a tiny 
AIDS clinic pinched between two ancient temples; a home for pre-adolescent 
and adolescent girls who managed to escape sex traffickers and had no way 
to return home to the rural parts of their country where they were born; 
orphanages of cast off girls and deformed children because of the one-child 
rule in Vietnam and the traditional preference for healthy boys because that’s 
where the hope lies for parents to be cared for when they are too old to 
work; rehabilitation centers for prostitutes, drug addicts, and those who are 
mentally ill; and a school for children who live in the streets - attending school 
in exchange for a meal.  Such an ancient city in the throes of social reform.  A 
city full of litter and chaos, and full of stunning people and stories of survival.  
I would go back in a heartbeat.  
 
5. What is something about you that would surprise 
people?

I used to be an undertaker.  It’s something I don’t share often because it 
seems to make people a bit uncomfortable.  I had this dream of being a 
grief counselor when I was a young girl; back when Elizabeth Kubler Ross 
was novel.  Such a position didn’t seem to exist and I thought I could create 
one for myself in a funeral home setting somewhere in the Twin Cities.  It 
seemed like a great idea and a great fit for me.  I had a great start already.  

I had published a paper called “The Rationale and Interdisciplinary Function 
of Death Education in Contemporary Society.”  However, the field was pretty 
much closed off to women.  I landed a job in rural Minnesota where it was 
even less likely I could establish myself as a grief counselor.  The modern day 
hospice movement started in the 1970s.  I should have picked hospice but I 
didn’t know much about it at the time.  I missed Minneapolis and decided to 
return to school to obtain a bachelor’s degree in mathematics just because I 
liked math. My best memories as a funeral director are eating the wonderful 
funeral sandwiches and cakes that the church ladies made while we waited 
for the funeral services to end.       
 
6. What values are important to you?

I value learning and curiosity; living the lifestyle of a minimalist so I can 
focus on the moments of life; self-determination and advocating for the same; 
technology and mathematics; both good and bad experiences; constant 
growth; and kindness.  

(Lois started with Thrive as the Treatment Director of Austin Manor, will 
have been the Interim Treatment Director of New Visions Center for the 
past six months when she returns to Austin Manor mid-October. She has 
been working for Thrive since 2015 and has a Master’s Degree in Social 
Work as well as being a MN Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker).

“Individual commitment to a group effort - 
that is what makes a team work, a company 

work, a society work, a civilization work.”

- Vince Lombardi

“Individual commitment to a group effort - 
that is what makes a team work, a company 

work, a society work, a civilization work.”

- Vince Lombardi

How many of you have heard of or perhaps even been active in grassroots 
advocacy? If you have then you already know how important it is to our 
profession and the existence of services for people with disabilities. If you 
haven’t and maybe even you’re not exactly sure what it is, that’s ok! It’s 
never too late to get involved. The very definition of grassroots is putting 
a human face on issues facing people with disabilities and those who care 
for them.

Thrive is involved on a professional level with two impactful organizations 
that lead grassroots efforts in mental health and human services Association 
of Residential Resources in Minnesota (ARRM) and Mental Health Providers 
Association of Minnesota (MHPAM).Thrive’s participation in these 
organizations that fight to keep critical services and jobs in Minnesota is 
one level of advocacy, although the majority of advances and changes that 
are made to our services and your chosen profession are highly influenced 
by YOU! 

Involving yourself in grassroots advocacy can be intimidating to most 
people. Where do I start? What do I say? Who wants to hear my story? 
When do they want to hear it? These are all common questions to have.  
Thrive administration staff will continue to communicate the need for 
employee’s involvement in specific legislative items that will affect them  
as they are presented to us through our professional organizations. I also 
encourage you to lookup the following resources because advocacy can 
happen anytime initiated by anyone. ARRM posts easy guidelines for talking 
with or writing a letter to your legislator. Visit www.arrm.org and select the 
“Advocacy” at the top of the webpage.

Reminder: The next legislative session is February 20, 2018. 
 
Resource: www.arrm.org to review 2017 Legislative Priorities.

ADVOCACY MATTERS!

LISA GASNER • Program Administrator
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FACILITY SPOTLIGHT

ART THERAPY

RHONDA UEKE • Program Director

Beacon House  HCBS - Detroit Lakes, MN

Beacon House residents travelled to Arrowwood Hotel in Alexandria this 
August and spent the weekend. The residents voted on this particular 
activity to participate in together. In order to do this, staff assisted with 
saving some monthly activity money to cover the cost of the hotel room. 
To have extra funds for added activities on the trip, the residents also held 
a 4-day rummage sale, selling some of their own belongings, baked goods, 
and lemonade.  

One individual was able to visit her father’s gravesite while visiting Alexandria 
and leave a stone that she and her brother had made. This was a very 
special trip for her.

Along with swimming at the waterpark, they all enjoyed eating Chinese 
food and going to a buffett. Who doesn’t like eating out?! To continue the 
tradition, next summer they want to have another rummage sale. In addition 
to taking a weekend trip to Alexandria, they are also exploring options of 
fishing and/or camping trips. 

Art to me has been a powerful tool in telling my story and expressing my true self. Art has always been something that I can go to when feeling stressed 
and in need of a healthy outlet. I went back to school to become an Art Therapist to promote those same beliefs, that art can be an incredible tool, 
especially when dealing with our mental health.

I use Art Therapy in the IRTS program at Willow Haven using a number of different art mediums. Residents have utilized clay, water color, paint, collage, 
drawing, and sculpture. Art Therapy can be different for each resident, whether it is storytelling, processing, or simply learning a new coping skill. It provides 
a healthy outlet where people can tell their story in a non-verbal and powerful way. There can be directives like mask making, collages, or drawings. Or it 
can be an open-studio where residents are given more freedom in what they want to create and share. 

A directive I tend to use often is the mandala. While the circle provides containment, the open space that fills the circle allows thoughts and feelings to 
transpire into different drawings or paintings. I will often start a group with a “mandala check-in” where residents are given a mandala template to express 
a feeling or goal. It is a great combination of mindfulness and artmaking that grounds the group and allows them to start thinking creatively. 

One of the biggest challenges for residents to engage in art therapy is the sense of perfection or the need to create a masterpiece in every group. I 
promote a space of “process vs. product” and letting them know that the simple act of art making can be therapeutic and a powerful outlet. Not every piece 
made might make it into a museum, but every piece created is important and worth respect. Residents can often be hard on themselves, say they aren’t 
creative, or feel self-conscious in making art or sharing with the group. It is important that I also create a group and a studio that is non-judgmental and 
supportive to every piece of art that is made. Ultimately, it is up the person creating to trust in the art and utilize it in a way that is most helpful for them.

A great project that combines art with coping skills is “Coping Skills Cards”. These can be done with a set of playing cards and art materials like magazines 
and paint. These cards are little reminders for residents to remember skills or simply provide a quick escape to a relaxing picture. Staff can hand out playing 
cards, however many they want to create, and have them design cards that will help them with focus, breathing, or another skill. Some examples would be 
a collage of a relaxing scene or meditation, a literal list of skills, or their own design. I have one in my wallet of an owl that allows me to come back to the 
here and now whenever I’m feeling rushed. Staff can ask residents about how they can utilize these cards or the best place to keep them (wallet, bathroom, 
nightstand) in order for them to be helpful.

MATT DARNOLD • Treatment Director
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PERSON-CENTERED CARE
ROB BENNER 

Director of Program Management - HCBS

Phew, we did it! All the policies and trainings are in place, every mindset 
and impulse has been recalibrated, and we are officially a person-centered 
organization, mission accomplished! Well hold on…don’t celebrate just yet, 
I’ve been reminded that person-centeredness is much more of a continuous 
journey than a destination.  It’s worth remembering that providing person-
centered care consistently takes diligence and a willingness to challenge 
deeply imbedded support systems.
  
Our systems of support must demonstrate that we appreciate, understand 
and honor what each person is important.  We strive to provide person-
centered care not just because it’s required, but because it improves the 
quality of people’s lives.  We all want to feel like we have a say and control 
over the decisions that affect our lives.  People with serious mental illnesses 
are no different.  When we use a person-centered approach, focusing on 
strengths and not deficits, the person is quite often able to achieve much 
more than the people around them thought was possible.  We need to be 
openminded as support providers and treat people as if they are the expert 
that needs to be consulted the most and who’s opinion holds the most 
weight when it comes to their own lives.  This necessitates the ability for us 
to be adaptable and flexible in our service delivery. 
 
We all know this sounds great but can be difficult to implement.  A lot 
of the people we serve have learned a sense of helplessness over the 
direction of their lives after years of being spoken about, not to. They’ve 
been given directives, not true choices with the information they need to 
make them.  It’s our job to help them understand the situations and choices 
they face, along with the natural consequences of those choices, and allow 
them to make those informed decisions for themselves. We should always 
be looking for ways to increase self-determination while still providing 
the needed supports.  It’s undoubtedly tough work that doesn’t usually 
come with a quick and easy pay-off.  Re-instilling a sense of confidence, 
competence and control in one’s own decision-making abilities will require 
patience, incremental successes and the delivery of mentoring and skill-
building opportunities. But hey, that’s what we are here for! So instead of 
asking, “What’s the matter with you?” We need to be asking, “What matters 
to you?”

“What you do makes a difference, and you 
have to decide what kind of difference you 

want to make.”

- Jane Goodall

Look for the next issue of 
Connections in January 2018


